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Abstract
Trade-off decisions, which necessitate striking a balance between two or more desirable but competing features, are a crucial part of design practice. However, they are known to be difficult for student designers to make. While designers, educators, and researchers have numerous methods to assess the quality of design artifacts, these methods are not necessarily easy to use, nor do they indicate design competency. Moreover, they are not grounded in a definition of engineering design. The objectives of this study were twofold. First, we developed a protocol to depict design artifact quality through the lens of design trade-off decisions. We aimed to produce a protocol that: (1) encompasses multiple complementary and competing dimensions, (2) can be applied consistently and systematically, and (3) indicates design competency. We conceptualized a quantitative representation of the degree to which a design artifact addresses human, technical, and economic requirements called the Trade-off Value Protocol. Second, we tested the Trade-off Value Protocol by applying it to 398 middle school students’ design artifacts of energy-efficient homes. We used an etic approach of thematic analysis to identify the patterns of variation therein. We found five distinct patterns of variation in the set of student design artifacts, which suggested certain trends in the way that students address design dimensions and demonstrate varying levels of design competency. The Trade-off Value Protocol isolates an important feature of design competency with which beginning designers often struggle and could be a tool for educators to help students become more informed designers.
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Abstract

Trade-off decisions, which necessitate striking a balance between two or more desirable but competing features, are a crucial part of design practice. However, they are known to be difficult for student designers to make. While designers, educators, and researchers have numerous methods to assess the quality of design artifacts, these methods are not necessarily easy to use, nor do they indicate design competency. Moreover, they are not grounded in a definition of engineering design. The objectives of this study were twofold. First, we developed a protocol to depict design artifact quality through the lens of design trade-off decisions. We aimed to produce a protocol that: (1) encompasses multiple complementary and competing dimensions, (2) can be applied consistently and systematically, and (3) indicates design competency. We conceptualized a quantitative representation of the degree to which a design artifact addresses human, technical, and economic requirements called the \textit{Trade-off Value Protocol}. Second, we tested the \textit{Trade-off Value Protocol} by applying it to 398 middle school students' design artifacts of energy-efficient homes. We used an etic approach of thematic analysis to identify the patterns of variation therein. We found \textit{five distinct patterns of variation} in the set of student design artifacts, which suggested certain trends in the way that students address design dimensions and demonstrate varying levels of design competency. The \textit{Trade-off Value Protocol} isolates an important feature of design competency with which beginning designers often struggle and could be a tool for educators to help students become more informed designers.
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Introduction

In design, the decision-making process requires designers to consider trade-offs, that is, choices that necessitate striking a balance between two or more desirable but often competing criteria. In design, trade-off decisions are unavoidable because design problems are contextualized and constrained, and exist at the intersection of social and technical issues (Gabbay et al., 2009). Design also involves attending to an interconnected system of non-negotiable issues (e.g., natural laws) as well as negotiable ones (e.g., social, political, economic, aesthetic, etc.) (Goel & Pirolli, 1992). To achieve a form and function that meet clients’ objectives and/or users’ needs, engineers must make decisions through a systematic, intelligent process (Dym et al., 2005, p. 104). Hence, the quality of a designed system does not point to a “perfect” answer, but instead to a negotiated design that is deemed to satisfy the requisite conditions.

Cultivating design thinking in K-12 education is imperative to developing global citizens who are able to make decisions effectively. Trade-off decisions represent a promising path to honing those critical thinking skills. However, although
scaffolding trade-off decisions in design education is important, it also has proved difficult. We argue that students’
decision-making, as a cognitive process, is manifested in their designed artifacts (objects, systems, processes). As such,
a better understanding of students’ artifacts allows educators to understand students’ intentions better and help guide them
to improve their design reasoning.

Therefore, in this study, we explore pre-college students’ design artifacts to understand and categorize the cognitive
processes they use to make trade-off decisions. The objectives of this study were twofold. First, we aimed to develop a
method to depict design artifact quality through the lens of design trade-off decisions with a protocol that: (1) encompasses
multiple complementary and competing dimensions, (2) can be applied consistently and systematically, and (3) is indicative
of design competency. Our second objective was to test our protocol (Trade-off Value Protocol) as a means to assess
patterns of quality variation in students’ artifacts and, in so doing, to better understand the transferability of this protocol to
other design settings that include both subjective and objective criteria.

Literature Review

Importance of Trade-Offs in Engineering Practice

Trade-offs are inherently part of engineering design. As was established several decades ago, engineering design draws
on a “synthesis of technical, human, and economic factors; and it requires the consideration of social, political, and other
factors whenever they are relevant” (Asimow, 1962, p. 2). Here, human encompasses what humans want, technical refers to
technical performance (often expressed through scientific and mathematical concepts), and economic refers to monetary
costs. While all of these areas of design are important, the level of emphasis on each can be quite subjective, leading to
variations in the process and conclusion of trade-off decision-making. On a global scale, both the design community and
stakeholders in design projects have recognized the need to understand trade-off decisions better (Gann et al., 2003). This
awareness has arisen from the concern that a lack of balancing trade-offs by instead focusing on reducing cost and time on
projects could lead to a “loss of functionality and boring, unattractive design” (Gann et al., 2003, p. 319).

One of the key dimensions of design performance is making trade-offs, which is also an indication of design competency
(Crismond & Adams, 2012). When working through trade-off decisions, professionals consider the benefits and pitfalls of
different design alternatives as part of their design thinking and decision-making (ITEA, 2000). Akin and Lin (1996)
describe this as a process of “honeycombed” decisions. For example, in a study of automotive design engineers, Thurston
(1991) demonstrated the many decisions that were involved in material selection for the structural frame of a car. In
evaluating alternative materials alone, the design team needed to consider weight, corrosive resistance, flexibility, and
manufacturing options. Likewise, designers work through complex and ill-structured problems that require them both to
weigh options and to forecast the impact of their decisions (Strobel & Pan, 2010). Making design trade-off decisions is
complex in engineering practice.

Engineering Design Trade-Offs in the Pre-College Classroom

Since design is so critical to the engineering profession, it has been made a core focus in college-level engineering
education through accreditation criteria (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 2019). Design is also
becoming a more common feature of K-12 education. A 2012 report from the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, titled A Framework for K-12 Science Education, proposed integrating engineering with science
education (National Research Council [NRC], 2012). The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) followed suit, further
elucidating the connection between engineering, design, and science education for K-12 students (NGSS Lead States,
2013). The Framework defines the role of trade-offs as part of a disciplinary core idea: optimizing the design solution.

Optimization often requires making trade-offs among competing criteria. For example, as one criterion (such as lighter
weight) is enhanced, another (such as unit cost) might be sacrificed (i.e., cost may be increased due to the higher cost of
lightweight materials). In effect, one criterion is devalued or traded off for another that is deemed more important. When
multiple possible design options are under consideration, with each optimized for different criteria, engineers may use a
trade-off matrix to compare the overall advantages and disadvantages of the different proposed solutions. The decision as
to which criteria are critical and which ones can be traded off is a judgment based on the situation and the perceived
needs of the end-user of the product or system. Because many factors—including environmental or health impacts,
available technologies, and the expectations of users—change over time and vary from place to place, a design solution
that is considered optimal at one time and place may appear far from optimal at other times and places. Thus different
designs, each of them optimized for different conditions, are often needed. (NRC, 2012, p. 209)
Through the implementation of these standards, design is quickly becoming a focus for increasingly younger students. Moreover, decision-making at the K-12 level is an essential component of problem-solving abilities, which are important for making science connections (Purzer et al., 2015). Broadly enhancing problem-solving abilities through engineering design will better prepare students for additional science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and will have positive implications for the future STEM workforce. Additionally, understanding how pre-college students approach design, including cognitive practices such as making design trade-off decisions, would result in better design education at the pre-college level and beyond.

Evaluating Student Trade-Offs

Because trade-off decisions are a crucial part of engineering design, with engineering design taught in pre-college settings, evaluating these trade-offs is an important pedagogical problem and research opportunity. Although it is difficult to measure, students, educators, and researchers need to understand design solution quality, and thus need tools that can help them do so. As scholars have pointed out, little is known about how high school students currently use decision-making processes in design (Lammi et al., 2018). Many existing tools and strategies typically employed at the college level and beyond address multiple complementary and conflicting dimensions to analyze design solution quality. In a review of fourteen popular engineering design textbooks used in first-year courses, Purzer and Chen (2010) found that in half of these textbooks tools to assist in understanding design quality, specifically for decision-making, are mentioned only briefly or as an ancillary step in the design process. In reviewing five of the textbooks cited in their study (Brockman, 2009; Dieter & Schmidt, 2009; Dym et al., 2009; Niku, 2009; Oakes et al., 2006) plus an additional two influential texts (Cross, 2008; Pugh, 1990), we found decision matrices and quality loss approaches (e.g., House of Quality) explicitly referenced as design tools.

In a review of design decision-making tools for designers and researchers, Goldstein et al. (2020) discuss the utility of decision matrices. Decision matrices (e.g., Pugh, 1990) allow students to address multiple complementary and competing dimensions by making risks in design alternatives visible and by explicitly comparing strengths and weaknesses between designs. While these tools can be used at any stage of the process, they are typically employed in conceptual design. The designer will develop a list of criteria and assign a score to each criterion of each alternative. Categories for evaluation are not predefined but typically include effectiveness, feasibility, capability, cost, and time. These tools allow the designer to evaluate and prioritize a list of options through a numerical, ordinal representation from a group of designs or options. However, these tools do not necessarily indicate design competency (Goldstein et al., 2020).

While students typically use design tools in earlier stages of conceptual design, educators often need to understand design quality, and therefore trade-offs, in final design artifacts. In this sense, educators aim to assess how well a student addressed a design challenge and/or demonstrated mastery of related learning outcomes. It is difficult and time-consuming to understand or assess an individual design process, especially in the pre-college classroom. Asunda and Hill (2007) suggest that using design artifacts for evaluative purposes might help educators better understand both the design products and process of their students. Despite recent calls for improvement in STEM education (National Academy of Engineering [NAE] & NRC, 2009, 2014; NRC, 2011, 2012), assessment tools are still sparse, with existing assessments focusing on knowledge within a single STEM discipline (NAE & NRC, 2014). According to the NAE, “they typically focus on content knowledge alone and give little attention to the practices in the disciplines and applications of knowledge” (NAE & NRC, 2014, p. 6), which is not helpful in improving young students’ design competency. Because design challenges are numerous, there is no one way to assess a final design artifact, which means that educators often rely on their own rubrics (Lammi et al., 2018). However, assessing engineering design challenges is a complicated task (Lammi et al., 2018) in which educators might struggle with both subjectivity and scalability. In fact, Lammi et al. (2018) highlight understanding what assessment is appropriate for open-ended challenges and how open-ended problems can be assessed in a timely manner as two areas needing additional research.

In addition to design students’ and educators’ need to evaluate design artifacts, design researchers are often interested in assessing an overall quality score for participant design outcomes to explore correlations with and between processes or behaviors (Atman et al., 2005, 2007, 2008; Cardella et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2004; Yang, 2003, 2005, 2009). Yet the research tools used to assess design quality have clear limitations. One such limitation is the understandable subjectivity in ratings due to raters’ personal philosophies and values, causing raters to weigh elements differently even when using a rubric. Incorporating subjective characteristics in evaluating design solutions is important and is a key component of product design for understanding consumers’ perceptions of qualities such as ease of use (Lan et al., 2008) or ergonomics (Demirel & Duffy, 2017). However, collection and analysis of these subjective measurements require a systematic approach. In addition, finding assessors for a particular area and crediting them with “expert” status can be difficult.
In general, because this group of assessment approaches requires a thorough review of the design and all associated data and design features, they are not easily scalable to large classrooms without the burden of excessive time.

This article introduces a new metric for assessment that we call the Trade-off Value Protocol, which addresses the need for a measurement of design solution quality that encompasses many dimensions of performance and can be useful in education and research.

**Theoretical Framework**

The Trade-off Value characterizes this key issue of multiple complementary and competing values. As shown in Figure 1, Asimow’s (1962) characterization of the distinct dimensions in engineering design is a guiding principle of the Trade-off Value, defined as the extent to which a design artifact addresses these complementary and competing dimensions. A design artifact with a high Trade-off Value embodies a systems approach to design, allowing us to consider the competing dimensions rather than focusing solely on optimizing one or two of the dimensions. Figure 1 demonstrates the overlap of the dimensions as the Trade-off Value. This idea complements current frameworks, such as the IDEO model of human-centered design, which emphasizes the intersection of desirability, feasibility, and viability (Brown, 2009) for innovation. As the Trade-off Value Protocol is complementary to other existing frameworks, it may be broadly useful to designers and design educators.

Designers are required to make decisions to define the solution space as well as decisions to characterize the problem space (Dorst, 2006) including considerations of conflicting users’ needs (Crismond & Adams, 2012). Because design is wrought with decisions, engineering designers must demonstrate competent decision-making in design trade-offs. Through the design process, informed designers “use words and graphics to display and weigh both benefits and tradeoffs of all ideas before picking a design” and are skilled at “weighing and articulating” (Crismond & Adams, 2012, p. 761) both the pros and cons of a particular design, looking for trade-offs in even the best ideas. Making design trade-off decisions is a cognitive process that can be classified as what Hay et al. (2017) describe as a primarily executive function involving concept evaluation, decision-making, and reasoning.

Student designers lack the same understanding of design that experts or informed designers have in many areas, including making design trade-off decisions. In summarizing studies of student designers, Crismond and Adams (2012) emphasize that they tend not to weigh all of their options before making a decision. In fact, they may be “oblivious to the unavoidable tensions and trade-offs” (Crismond & Adams, 2012, p. 761). Furthermore, when describing a design decision, they are apt to cite only a pro of the chosen design or a con of a passed-over design (Crismond & Adams, 2012) such as referencing high cost as a negative aspect or energy efficiency as a positive aspect. Because making trade-offs is such a crucial skill for practicing engineers, design artifacts that indicate effective trade-offs might suggest a level of design competency. However, as mentioned earlier, educators would benefit from a consistent rubric through which to appreciate it.

While working on a project directed towards a net-zero-energy home using a computer-aided design platform, Energy3D, we developed a protocol to calculate design quality that we believe demonstrates consistency and ease of use, presents a systems approach to addressing multiple dimensions, and represents a grounding in design competency. We tested the Trade-off Value Protocol in a middle school classroom with 398 students to determine if this method does, in fact, accomplish those three goals. Through the analysis of student cases, we identified meaningful variations in how students addressed multiple design dimensions and exhibited design competency.

![Figure 1. Trade-off Value Protocol conceptual framework.](http://dx.doi.org/10.7771/2157-9288.1279)
Methods

Participants and Design Challenge

This study was conducted with 398 students aged 12–14 years at two middle schools in the Midwestern United States in the spring of 2017. The design challenge, which was presented as part of the science curriculum at both schools, asked students to individually design an eco-friendly home by coming up with three unique designs that would consume minimal energy over the course of a year within specific criteria and constraints (see Table 1). The exercise involved using the Energy3D software to design single-family homes. Students were instructed to create high-quality house designs that attempted to balance energy consumption, construction cost, livability, and aesthetics. The systems thinking required in the design project exemplified trade-off decisions, as students were tasked with designing a home with complementary and conflicting criteria that were technical, human, and economic. This was an authentic problem-solving experience for students, which included multiple, conflicting goals with competing criteria (Jonassen et al., 2006).

Data Sources and Collection

This research was conducted in large part using a free, open-sourced computer-aided design platform, Energy3D (http://energy.concord.org/energy3d/), which allows students to design and build energy-efficient buildings. This software is very user-friendly and was developed with educational research purposes in mind (Xie et al., 2018). As students design in Energy3D, a logger collects their process data or log data behind the scenes (i.e., all user interactions with the software). In addition to fine-grained log data (such as edit window, add solar panel, etc.), Energy3D records design specifics for the final design. The following performance data were recorded in Energy3D from the final design artifact for each student: (1) total annual energy consumption, (2) total construction costs, (3) approximate volume of home, (4) total area of all windows of home, (5) total area of all walls of home, and (6) total number of satisfied constraints out of a possible eight. These data speak to the three dimensions of the framework (as shown in Table 2). Additionally, Energy3D contains a built-in electronic journal, so that students can reflect as they design and answer design prompts.

Students saved final versions of their home design in Energy3D electronically. These files were opened in Energy3D by the research team to view the aesthetics of the final design and run analyses of the final construction costs and annual energy consumption. Thus, this design artifact file allowed both a high-level look at how well a student approached the design task as well as a very detailed look at how students address specific design criteria and constraints. Students were encouraged to create three unique concepts for their design and were free to choose when to start working on one design or another. Students used the Energy3D electronic journal to state which design iteration they deemed “best,” and were prompted to explain their rationale.

Data Analysis

Quantitative Stage: Trade-off Value Protocol

The Trade-off Value Protocol includes the following steps: (1) set parameters to measure human, technical, and economic design features, (2) categorize metrics to identify the aforementioned design features, (3) compute percentile ranks of each dimension, and (4) total each dimension’s value to find the total Trade-off Value. Table 2 summarizes how the log data, generated within the Energy3D system, were mapped to the Asimow (1962) characterization of engineering design.

Table 1
Design challenge criteria and constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimize energy consumption (meaning the building can reach zero or negative annual net energy)</td>
<td>Cost cannot exceed $250,000 in building materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize total cost of the building</td>
<td>Each side of the house must have at least one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortably fit a 4-person family (approximately 2200 ft² or 204 m²)</td>
<td>Do NOT add more than 40 solar panels (regardless of their conversion efficiency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has an attractive exterior and is desirable</td>
<td>Keep the room temperature of the house at 20°C all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The house’s platform must not exceed the 28 m × 36 m platform provided in the software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree trunks must be outside the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only 1 structure on the platform (no doghouses, detached garages, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is no need to design any interior structure such as rooms, floors, or stairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown here, some calculations (e.g., volume of home) speak to multiple criteria, demonstrating system inter-
relationships among the size of the house, energy consumption, and total construction cost.

Student performances within each of these trade-off dimensions were converted to a percentile rank, ensuring that the
rank order is logical following calculations presented in Equation 1 (e.g., a high construction cost is undesirable along
the economic dimension and would result in a lower percentile rank, while a high window-to-wall ratio is desirable along
the human dimension and would result in a higher percentile rank). Data normalization as a percentile rank provides an
equivalent basis for comparison as percentile rank describes the percentage of values in a specified distribution that fall at or
below the value of interest (Privitera, 2015). This normalization method was chosen because it corrects for range differences
in a solution space as well as differences in the mean and standard deviation by parameter design task. Each percentile rank
corresponds to a number out of 100.

Finally, the composite Trade-off Value was calculated as the sum of the percentile ranks of human dimensions, technical
dimensions, and economic dimensions, as shown in Equation 1.

\[ \text{Trade-off Value} = \sum \%\text{ilerank(Human factors)}_i + \sum \%\text{ilerank(Technical factors)}_j + \sum \%\text{ilerank(Economic factors)}_k \]  

(Equation 1)

The maximum score is a function of the number of trade-off dimensions involved in a particular design context and is
flexible to represent all design contexts due to differing priorities in unique situations. A key requirement of the Protocol is
the ability to quantitatively assess student design performance within a set of designs to calculate each percentile ranking.

Applying the Trade-off Value Protocol to this particular design challenge within Energy3D involved making some
decisions to best represent student design data. We calculated the energy per volume and cost per volume for each design to
allow these parameters to speak to the overall efficiency of the building rather than just the straight cost or energy usage. We
represented livability through a calculation of the window-to-wall ratio, consistent with the key feature experts deemed
important in a similar design project assessment (Goldstein et al., 2016). Each of the four design performance data from
Table 2 (i.e., energy/volume, number of met constraints, window-to-wall ratio, and cost/volume) were converted to a
percentile rank within the sample.

The maximum score of 400 is a function of the number of trade-off dimensions involved in this particular design context
and is not meant to represent all design contexts due to differing priorities in each situation. However, the theoretical
framework that distinguishes between human, technical, and economic dimensions is quite transferable to other design
settings with both subjective and objective values and is consistent with our theoretical framework (Asimow, 1962). Two
technical dimension measurements have been accounted for in Equation 1: energy per volume and the degree to which
constraints were met. These two variables comprise the technical dimensions component while the economic and human
dimensions are represented through one numeric measurement. Although the calculation accounts for two measurements of
the technical aspects of the design, these sub-calculations represent two unique performance aspects of the design artifact:
energy consumption and attention to design constraints. Adding a fourth dimension to the Trade-off Value Protocol would
not have followed the theoretical framework, affecting both teaching and learning. Another option to address design
artifacts that do not meet constraints is to eliminate them from the calculation. While that might be an acceptable method for
design research, it would be far less useful in the pre-college classroom, where students are learning to engage in design and
must be able to make and learn from mistakes. Including constraints as part of the technical dimension allows for
transferability of the Protocol to other design settings; that is, if a design challenge does not specify constraints, the equation
will not include this dimension.

Table 2
Trade-off framework with associated log data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering dimensions</th>
<th>Representative log data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>- Total annual energy consumption per volume (energy/volume)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of satisfied constraints in Table 1 (out of a possible 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>- Total area of all windows and walls of home (e.g., &quot;livability&quot; as demonstrated through window-to-wall ratio for the house)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>- Total construction costs (cost/volume)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Qualitative Stage: Thematic Analysis

After calculating a Trade-off Value for each student’s design artifact, we took an etic approach to analyze the collective group of student design artifacts thematically and discover patterns in the students’ approaches to the design challenge. In a pile-sort activity (for more detail, see Goldstein et al., 2016), the first author analyzed the entire sample to better understand the ways that design artifacts might represent students’ design strategies. The first author reviewed single-page printed summaries for each student design artifact that included two pictures of the house and a table with a summary of all dimensions included in the Trade-off Value Protocol (i.e., energy/volume, constraints met, window-to-wall ratio, and cost/volume and the corresponding percentile rank of each dimension). Five themes emerged and were discussed with the research team. Then, the first author and a research assistant independently categorized 20% of the students’ design artifacts to establish inter-rater reliability. The inter-rater reliability (Miles & Huberman, 1994) or percent agreement was 71 out of 80 (89%). The two researchers reached consensus on the nine disagreements before the first author continued thematically analyzing the remaining design artifacts. This analysis allowed a glimpse into the degree to which students grappled with trade-offs in their design process and makes visible the cognitive process of making trade-off decisions.

Results and Discussion

The overarching goal of this study was to better understand and evaluate informed design practices among student designers. One key informed design behavior, making trade-offs, served as the lens for developing a protocol to calculate design artifact quality that: (1) encompasses multiple complementary and competing dimensions, (2) can be applied consistently and systematically, and (3) is indicative of design competency. Through analysis of 398 students’ design data, we demonstrate how the Trade-off Value Protocol addresses these three requirements. We calculated a Trade-off Value score for each student at both schools. Because the Trade-off Value is calculated as a percentile rank of performance relative to a group, the Trade-off Values were computed independently for each school.

This section presents patterns of variation observed through a close examination using the Trade-off Value Protocol. After calculating a Trade-off Value for each student’s design artifact, we took an etic approach to analyze the collective group of student design artifacts thematically, which allowed us to discover patterns. An etic approach in qualitative research, sometimes called a deductive approach, makes use of conceptual categories and disciplinary knowledge to understand data (Monteagut, 2017). This analysis involved looking at each design artifact and its Trade-off Value to uncover scenarios in which the designer focused on a single dimension (i.e., energy, cost, aesthetics) and approaches of considering many dimensions. In doing so, we identified five distinct patterns of variation in artifact quality, which suggests that the ways students address multiple complementary and conflicting design dimensions can be appreciated better through pattern-based organization. The Trade-off Value makes visible patterns of multiple dimensions collectively balanced versus a focus on a single dimension, whether technical, human, or economic.

Table 3 illustrates five trade-off decision patterns by detailing the five student approaches to addressing the design challenge. It also contains a representative student artifact and corresponding radar or spider chart detailing the performance contribution of each dimension (i.e., energy, cost, aesthetics, and the degree to which constraints were met) to the Trade-Off Value as well as a description of the artifact performance. The combination of the total Trade-off Value as well as performance along each dimension allows a holistic understanding of artifact performance. This table shows both energy and constraints met separate in the radar chart because, although both are part of the technical dimension, they are calculated separately to elucidate all trade-offs more clearly.

These results suggest that the Trade-off Value Protocol provides a lens for noticing patterns in student design priorities and indicates varying levels of design competency. The representative student artifacts within Table 3 allow a glimpse into students’ implicit decision-making.

The following subsections describe the five patterns of variation that emerged from the results of the Trade-off Value analysis: (A) balanced trade-offs, (B) maximized energy production, (C) maximized human dimension, (D) maximized energy production with minimized human dimension, and (E) minimized construction costs. Our goal in looking into these patterns of variation is to understand how the Trade-off Value Protocol does indeed capture design artifact quality that encompasses multiple complementary and competing dimensions and elaborate on its potential utility as a teaching and learning tool. The discussion includes design educator implications for each of the five patterns as the Trade-off Value creates a snapshot of students’ implicit decision-making.
Table 3  
Summary of five trade-off patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design artifact</th>
<th>Trade-off Value (out of 400)</th>
<th>Pattern description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Case A: Balanced trade-offs** | Trade-off Value = 311/400 | • Attractive and livable  
• Energy-efficient  
• Cost-effective  
• Met all constraints |
| | | |
| Energy = -3,621 kWh (-2.45 kWh/m\(^3\))  
Cost = $214,573 ($145.47/m\(^3\))  
Total area = 245.8 m\(^2\)  
Window-to-wall ratio = 0.3  
Constraints met = 8/8  
Approx, volume = 1,475 m\(^3\) |
| **Case B: Maximized energy production** | Trade-off Value = 241/400 | • Less attractive and livable  
• Expensive house (on volumetric basis)  
• Energy-efficient  
• Met all constraints |
| | | |
| Energy = -3,900 kWh (-20.3 kWh/m\(^3\))  
Cost = $150,248 ($195.6/m\(^3\))  
Total area = 192 m\(^2\)  
Window-to-wall ratio = 0.15  
Constraints met = 8/8  
Approx, volume = 768 m\(^3\) |
| **Case C: Maximized human dimension** | Trade-off Value = 198/400 | • Attractive and livable (huge windows)  
• Expensive house  
• Not energy-efficient  
• Met all constraints |
| | | |
| Energy = +32,833 kWh (25.2 kWh/m\(^3\))  
Cost = $277,847 ($212.9/m\(^3\))  
Total area = 174 m\(^2\)  
Window-to-wall ratio = 0.4  
Constraints met = 8/8  
Approx, volume = 1,305 m\(^3\) |
Case A: Balanced Trade-Offs

This is a pattern of balanced trade-offs, which was demonstrated in 10% of the student sample, with Trade-off Values ranging from 246.05 to 310.84, and a median of 260.14. Overall, higher Trade-off Values appear to indicate a reasonable level of performance for each of the three design dimensions (economic, human, and technical) while also meeting all design constraints. Trade-offs are complex: while decreasing the window-to-wall ratio has a positive impact on overall construction costs and energy consumption, it has a negative impact on the livability of the home. An example of this pattern is shown in Figure 2, which demonstrates an effective solution in terms of performing at the top of the school. While no one design dimension was optimized, the result is a livable house that performs well against cost constraints and energy goals. The energy consumption is in the top 30% performance of each school, and window-to-wall ratio is in the top half.

This pattern of student artifacts reflects at least moderate performance among all three dimensions, with a slight push towards optimal performance in one dimension. This is a different pattern from the other remaining four patterns in that artifacts in this pattern encompass a more comprehensive system of performance, rather than optimization of one sole dimension with varying levels of attention to other dimensions. In focusing attention on making balanced trade-offs within their design solution, these students are progressing towards behaving as informed designers. Their design solutions include comprehensive coverage of the objectives, and no one priority is taking precedence.

Design educator implication: This group of students is already taking a systems approach to understanding design prompts by addressing multiple design dimensions, and is already exhibiting behaviors that instructors would want to see. To help nurture this type of student design expertise, an educator should prompt them to explain what they like best and least about this design to make them more aware of the trade-offs they have considered. In discussing these trade-offs, students are likely to make important science concept connections (Purzer et al., 2015).
Case B: Maximized Energy Production

Students who follow this pattern focus on energy while still attending to the human dimension. This pattern was observed in 34% of the student sample, with Trade-off Values ranging from 115.17 to 274.49, and a median of 200.63. The design prompt explicitly directed students to minimize the energy needed in their solution. Students’ energy consumption performed at the 80th percentile or higher, with energy production of at least 4,000 kWh. Analysis of the collective student sample suggests that some students focused mostly on the technical aspect of their design, which in this context meant minimizing the annual energy consumption. Figure 3 shows a representative design of a student who employed this strategy. The design artifact in question is a relatively simple form with few windows and a high number of solar panels, with a resulting quality score in the top quartile of the Trade-Off Values for the school.

Energy consumption appears to be the main focus, although the overall Trade-off Value is also in the top quartile for the school (top 100 of approximately 400 total students). This case achieved low energy consumption, yet the overall design quality suffered in total cost on a volumetric basis and the human dimension as demonstrated through the window-to-wall ratio. The case presented for this group shows that even when employing a design strategy of minimizing energy consumption, the overall performance of the home varied depending on the extent to which the students focused on the other dimensions of the project, as well as the degree of addressing design criteria and constraints. This group of students produced a design artifact that primarily emphasized the technical dimension at the expense of the human and economic dimensions. In focusing their attention on one aspect of their design, these students are behaving as beginning designers.

**Design educator implication:** This group of students tends to produce design artifacts that primarily emphasize the technical dimension, potentially at the expense of the human and economic dimensions. They may be artificially reducing design goals to be more manageable cognitively and thus reducing complexity to prioritize the technical, which can be tested quickly via the software. It is helpful to encourage these students to consider all dimensions involved in the design.
prompt, but also to affirm their optimization efforts, challenging them to keep technical performance high while also trying to reduce costs and improve aesthetics in their next iteration.

**Case C: Maximized Human Dimension**

Students who follow this pattern focus on the human dimension at the expense of the technical one. This pattern was observed in 23% of the student sample with Trade-off Values ranging from 110.08 to 276.65, and a median of 222.7. This third pattern illustrated by the *Trade-off Value Protocol* is maximizing aesthetics through large windows. This case (Figure 4) is a representative design of a student who employed this strategy. While investigating students in this group, they appear to focus on optimizing a particular feature (window-to-wall ratio) while still working within the design criteria and constraints, resulting in a moderate level of performance. This case represents a house that included large windows on each wall, and performed at the top of the school for the human dimension of the design. However, it appears that the large windows contribute to large energy consumption, as the annual energy consumption is one of the highest in the school (low percentile rank of 5.8). In addition, the volumetric construction cost of the house was high in relation to the rest of the school due to the large windows (low percentile rank of 16.67). The design solution met all required design criteria and constraints. In general, students in this group had solutions that ranked in the 80th percentile for the human dimension, but in the technical dimension ranged from the 1st percentile to the 78th percentile.

The student artifacts within this group show that attending to the aesthetics and livability of the design might come at the expense of the other design dimensions such as cost and energy. However, focusing on the aesthetics through the windows did not seem to distract from the ability to meet design criteria and constraints, helping the overall Trade-off Value. This group of students produced a design artifact that emphasized the human dimension, at the expense of the technical and economic dimensions. In focusing their attention on one aspect of their design, these students are behaving as beginning designers.

*Design educator implication:* This group of students tended to explore complicated shapes and configurations beyond a simple square or rectangle, but at the expense of economic and technical dimensions. These students should be encouraged to continue to understand a human user and to consider either decreasing costs or increasing energy efficiency in their next iteration to understand the interaction of two design criteria at a time.

**Case D: Maximizing Energy Efficiency While Minimizing Human Dimension**

Students who follow this pattern maximized energy production at the expense of both cost and the human dimension. This pattern was observed in 19% of the student sample. Trade-off Values ranged from 115.17 to 245.79, with median of 194.26 (the lowest median of all groups). The fourth pattern among Trade-off Values appeared to have an opposite focus to the third pattern in attending to the human dimension of design (see Figure 5). This case includes design artifacts that seem to neglect the livability of the design. Not featuring windows results in both a jarring appearance and failure to meet the constraint for a window on each wall. However, the lack of windows allowed this design solution to be quite energy efficient. This home had a relatively high energy score (energy consumption percentile rank of 87.25). Nonetheless, the overall Trade-off Value was in the lowest quartile of the school. This student failed to meet the window requirement of at least one window per wall, and the overall Trade-off Value reflects the lack of focus on design constraints. With respect to
the human dimension, solutions in this group’s scores ranged from the 1st to 39th percentile, while the technical dimension was at least at the 81st percentile.

The pattern of neglecting particular features of the house (i.e., no windows), combined with not meeting all design criteria and constraints, results in poor performance relative to the whole school. This group of students produced a design artifact that seemed to ignore the human dimension (livability) and the economic dimension. The performance in energy consumption seems to suggest that the technical dimension was a key focus. In focusing their attention on one aspect of their design, while also not considering a user, these students are behaving as beginning designers.

**Design educator implication:** This group of students tends to focus on optimizing an element of the design artifact such as cost or a technical aspect at the expense of human-centered design. Design educators should encourage the students in this group to take a step back and consider who would want to live in that house, and what they can do to improve the livability and desirability of their design.

**Case E: Minimized Construction Costs**

Students who follow this pattern minimized construction costs. This pattern was observed among 14% of the student sample, with Trade-off Values ranging from 103.19 to 256.76 and median of 208.29. The design prompt explicitly directed students to minimize construction cost of their home, with a limit of $250,000 (see Table 1). Some students appeared to use this guidance as a goal to design as inexpensive a home as possible. A representative design solution of a student who employed this strategy is shown in Figure 6. Despite minimal overall construction cost, the footprint of the home was quite small, so the cost per volume was not as effective in producing a livable space. As a result, this design artifact performed in the lowest quartile for that school (percentile rank of 3.92). The window-to-wall ratio was very competitive, in the top quarter of the designs, but that was due to the small scale of the house. In addition, the lack of solar panels contributed to a
low cost at the expense of not reducing energy consumption. Notably, the artifact did not meet all of the technical constraints by failing to (1) design a home large enough for a family of four and (2) include at least one window on each side of the house.

For other student solutions that took a similar approach, the strategy of minimizing cost often had a big impact on the overall quality of the design, as this design strategy was also linked with not meeting all of the design constraints. Because these homes were smaller than the others within their school, on a volumetric cost basis they were not as effective. This group of students produced a design artifact that primarily emphasized the economic dimension at the expense of the human and technical dimensions. In focusing their attention on one aspect of their design, these students are behaving as beginning designers.

**Design educator implication:** This group of students tends to produce a design artifact that primarily emphasizes the economic dimension at the expense of human and technical dimensions. It is helpful to encourage the students to consider all dimensions involved in the design prompt, but to also affirm their optimization efforts in costs. Challenge them to keep costs low while also trying to lower energy consumption costs or increasing the livability and aesthetics of the design artifact in their next iteration. It is also important to help this group of students see that they have not addressed design criteria and constraints (such as having one window per wall and a minimum required size) as design criteria and constraints are an important part of engineering and design practice.

**Trade-off Value Protocol: Can Be Applied Consistently and Systematically**

The trade-off value protocol can be applied consistently in many scenarios because it is a function of setting quantitative parameters (i.e., across technical and economic dimensions). The trade-off value is quantified as a performance outcome, and it is thus measurable. The overall score and each dimensional sub-score are not subject to interpretation in rating or judging. However, how each dimension is included as a metric may be subjective, if it is then applied consistently and systematically. For example, the trade-off value protocol can be applied to a subjective idea such as livability but allows a clear and consistent measurement rubric for this subjective idea.

The trade-off value protocol is also relatively easy to use. As a first step, the design educator needs to set parameters to measure within human, technical, and economic dimensions. Then, the design educator needs to clarify if a goal is to maximize or minimize that dimension. A next step is to set measures of the dimension and perform any needed calculations (e.g., window-to-wall ratio as surrogate of livability). While measuring dimensions in design platforms such as Energy3D is clear, creating and measuring dimensions in other design environments may be more ambiguous and may be more labor-intensive. Finally, the design educator will compute the percentile ranks of each dimension, summing the individual dimension ranks for the total trade-off value.

The composite score of the trade-off Value can illuminate the extremes of student work, because it helps distinguish students who make design trade-offs well from those who ignore them. Understanding students with middling trade-off values for a sample or school would require a deeper look into each of the separate measures. Therefore, the trade-off value is a launching point for educators to understand quickly how students are developing as designers with respect to making trade-off decisions. The composite score shown in Equation 1 first requires calculating the percentile ranks of each dimension, which can be calculated succinctly in common software such as Excel. Next, all of the percentile ranks are added together. While the composite score could have been calculated in more sophisticated mathematical representations, such as logistic functions, the utility of the trade-off value protocol is ease of use for educators.

**Trade-off Value Protocol: Indicates Design Competency**

Four of the five patterns of design artifacts discussed earlier and summarized in Table 3 resemble what we would expect among beginning designers with respect to making trade-offs. In Cases B–E, students tended to focus on just one dimension at the expense of at least one other dimension. Alternatively, in Case A, the pattern of balanced trade-offs, the students tended to take a holistic approach to focusing on all dimensions of the design task. For the entire sample of students who demonstrated this pattern of balanced trade-offs, no one criterion ranked below the 56th percentile in this group, suggesting trade-offs require at least a moderate performance on all criteria. While informed designers are skilled at weighing the pros and cons of a design (Crismond & Adams, 2012), beginning designers have not yet fully developed that skill. Instead, they tend to focus only on one aspect (i.e., pro or con) of a design (Crismond & Adams, 2012). In this study, the tendency to focus only on one aspect is evidenced by the fact that the majority of students ended up with a high score in one dimension but a lower and problematic score in other dimensions. Cases B, C, and E (the patterns of optimizing energy consumption, maximizing aesthetics through large windows, and minimizing construction costs, respectively) speak to a beginning designer’s tendency to focus on only one feature of a design at once. Beginning designers are often “oblivious” to the
Trade-off Value Protocol asked students to address energy, cost, and aesthetics, the design solution that they deemed best may not have had the challenge that asked students to consider multiple criteria rather than optimizing one feature. While the design challenge approaches and tools, there are some limitations. To begin with, this analysis was conducted in the context of a design project with easily comparable performance criteria, because percentile-based performance requires a similar scale for looking across multiple schools or samples to produce a design quality score for research purposes. Relatedly, this calculation method requires the same design task to be completed or a design project with easily comparable performance criteria, because percentile-based performance requires a similar scale for comparisons across designs. Future work should investigate how the Trade-off Value Protocol for assessment compares to other holistic, norm-referenced assessment techniques, such as adaptive comparative judgment, which can incorporate peer evaluation in formative or summative use to judge and rank peers’ work (Bartholomew & Strimel, 2017; Bartholomew et al., 2018; Pollitt, 2012; Strimel et al., 2020).

Most importantly, this equation still requires judgment and thought. The ability to customize the equation to criteria is a strength of the Trade-off Value Protocol as it makes the calculation adaptable. However, it also creates a need to consider the goal and how the individual criteria fit this goal. Once that judgement of criteria is made, the Protocol can be applied consistently. For example, adding an extra design criterion in the human dimension would make that human portion more heavily weighted than the other components. As such, an average of the percentile ranks of the human dimension might be a more appropriate measure. This study also tested the Trade-off Value Protocol in the context of a design task in Energy3D, which allows clear quantification of performance in areas such as cost and energy consumption. The Trade-off Value is certainly not limited to this context, but it will require exploration into ways that competing dimensions can be quantified. We can imagine that dimensions such as cost and technology might lend themselves better to quantitative measures, but the human dimension might be more obscure. Within this design challenge, we quantified the human criteria as a window-to-wall ratio. The human dimension is a key feature of design, and therefore should not be ignored in the pre-college
Conclusions and Teaching Implications

Previous research asserts that people in general struggle to evaluate trade-offs between two attributes of very unequal importance where the option should be “obvious” (Scholten & Sherman, 2006). Studies conducted with college students suggest students do not fully characterize their design decisions and do not reliably understand how to manage conflicting criteria (Girod et al., 2003; Younker & McKenna, 2009). Since studies show people do not make trade-off decisions easily or well, we have developed a pedagogical tool to help teach and support better decision-making.

Our research aimed to understand the variations in how beginning design students approach trade-offs through their design artifacts. In particular, results from this study suggest that beginning designers exhibit varying patterns of making trade-offs. Some students are able to produce design artifacts that demonstrate an attention to managing competing and complementary design criteria such as cost, energy efficiency, and livability. This finding bolsters research from Purzer et al.’s (2013) work with grade school students, which implied that young students can make trade-offs between cost and effectiveness. The results that highlight variation in the ways students make design trade-off decisions confirm the need for meaningful assessment of student design artifacts.

In assessing design artifacts, there is a need for models that “strive to more clearly identify the sets used, the discriminating objectives considered and the measurement systems” to facilitate “better communication, understanding, and results” (Otto, 1995, p. 100). The Trade-off Value Protocol is a useful method to communicate overall effectiveness, and it addresses a void in other designer and research measurement methodologies in three areas. First, because it is conceptually grounded in the idea of design trade-offs (i.e., meeting multiple and competing performance goals), it provides a comprehensive way to think about the interaction of client/user priorities, design possibilities, and objective measures. Second, the Protocol is easy to use. Third, the Trade-off Value Protocol represents an important feature of design competency with which beginning designers struggle—making design trade-off decisions.

The Trade-off Value Protocol could be a useful tool for students, educators, and researchers. It is important to furnish pre-engineering students with an awareness of the inherent trade-offs involved in engineering design, because it is an essential part of the practice of engineering. These studies have great implications for design educators in college and pre-college settings. A major utility is helping make design decisions explicit in a visual sense, as seen in Table 3. The overall Trade-off Value and sub-scales could help students see shortcomings in their designs by making visible the attributes they were ignoring at the expense of optimizing something else. A second benefit of the Trade-off Value Protocol is in scaffolding reflective thinking. Pairing the Protocol with a discussion of design artifact performance as a whole, as well as along each dimension, with a reflection on the pros and cons of the designs might help students understand the strengths and weaknesses of their artifacts and could lead to an informed process of iteration and improvement.

This study also has important implications for design researchers. First, the Trade-off Value Protocol offers a useful way to measure design quality that encompasses multiple complementary and competing dimensions. As such, it has great potential utility in studying the relationships between design artifact quality and various design behaviors and cognition. Moreover, because the Trade-off Value Protocol is relatively easy to use and can be applied systematically, it can be scaled up for studies of larger numbers of students to investigate more generalizable patterns.

In future research, we will continue to test the Trade-off Value Protocol in similar design challenges with different types of students (e.g., different ages of pre-engineering and engineering students, different types of schools, etc.) and experiment with design challenges outside of the Energy3D platform to comprehend more fully the general utility of the Trade-off Value Protocol and the degree of generalizability of the five patterns of trade-offs illuminated in this study. Finally, this study focused on trade-offs as evidenced from student design artifacts and “[A]lthough a solution is desired at the conclusion of an engineering design challenge, the process the students take is also important” (Lammi et al., 2018, p. 54). Future work will use the Trade-Off Value Protocol, together with conceptual knowledge and student decision justification, to understand further how students make design trade-off decisions.
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